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Key Selling Points
Create cool pixel-art designs using just one easy knot
Discover over 100 patterns, with 10 fun project ideas
Colour charts for a wide range of designs including typography, florals, geometric patterns, motifs and more
Advice and instruction on how to create your own patterns using spreadsheet software, cross stitch software or graph paper.

Description
In this book, fibre artist Terri Watson shares her new school approach to creating contemporary knotted macramé canvases, using just a few 
simple knots. Terri shares many of her knotting techniques: including how to create vertical clove hitch knot fibre art that is as polished on the 
back as it is on the front; how to finish a piece using her signature streamlined scroll finish and how to incorporate different colours to create 
beautiful knotted tapestries.

This book features an extensive library of over 100 patterns and designs that you can use to create 10 projects including wall art, plant hangers, 
pot covers, garlands, table mats, and even show-stopping denim jacket panels that will turn your threads into walking works of art.

About the Author
Terri Watson is a nomadic Canadian fibre artist and the founder of Tie One On Creative, a modern macramé company. She is inspired by mid-
century modern design and cheeky humour, and never shies away from a good pun.

Terri has lived in Switzerland, Nicaragua and Australia, and currently resides in Nova Scotia, Canada. Follow her on Instagram @tieoneoncreative
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